
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Due to the recent developments in the housing market, the viability of the Vancouver Housing               

Strategy has been a topic of interest in research. Despite the city’s initiatives, people who work                

in Vancouver still cannot afford to live in Vancouver. The purpose of this study is to determine                 

how well the Vancouver Housing Strategy and its associated projects, such as Cambie Corridor              

Phase III, accommodate moderate-income households. This study compares Cambie Corridor          

Phase III to the housing strategies employed in other municipalities, the Riley Park South              

Cambie Vision Document (2005), and current literature. By doing so, we capture the lack of               

diverse housing in Vancouver and discuss the various ways in which moderate income             

households face this disadvantage. Through our research, we have produced the following report             

that summarizes our assessment of the economic viability of the Cambie Corridor Phase III              

Project and draws conclusions that the Riley Park South Cambie Community Visions Group             

(RPSC-CVC)  may use for future recommendations. 
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The Riley Park South-Cambie Community Visions Group (RPSC-CVG) strives to maintain its            

community’s identity and quality of life as the region undergoes considerable change. By             

referencing their guidelines for redevelopment, RPSC-CVG encourages sustainable and realistic          

community planning. RPSC-CVG is concerned about Vancouver’s residential housing market,          

especially the lack of adequate and affordable housing for those who live and work in               

Vancouver. Their objective is to determine the City of Vancouver’s housing strategy and             

evaluate its appropriateness for the Riley Park South Cambie (RPSC) community.  

The purpose of this study is to determine how well the Vancouver Housing Strategy and future                

projects that follow this strategy, such as the Cambie Corridor Phase III project, accommodate              

moderate-income households. This study compares Cambie Corridor Phase III to the housing            

strategies employed in other municipalities, the Riley Park South Cambie Vision Document            

(2005), and current literature. By doing so, we capture the lack of missing middle housing in                

Vancouver and discuss the various ways in which moderate income households face this             

disadvantage. Through our research, we produced the following report that summarizes our            

assessment of the economic viability of the Cambie Corridor Phase III Project and draw              

conclusions that the RPSC-CVG may use for future recommendations. 
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2.1 Definitions  
 
As defined by the City of Vancouver, Affordable Housing is housing in which households              

spend less than 30% of their gross income on shelter (City of Vancouver, 2018a). Workforce               

Housing is “housing for people unable to buy a home or rent an apartment at market rate, but                  

who exceed the income criteria for social (or public) housing subsidies” (Lazarovic, Paton &              

Bornstein, 2016, p. 653). Workforce housing differs from social housing because it can be              

defined for a specific type sector or for a level of income. As such, the definition can vary                  

depending on the municipality. In Vancouver, Moderate Income Households are households           

that earn between $30,000 and $80,000 per year (City of Vancouver, 2018a). The Missing              

Middle is a concept that highlights the housing spectrum that ranges from detached             

single-family homes to mid to high-rise apartments and all the varieties in between. For example,               

missing middle housing can include duplexes, bungalow courts, townhouses, and low-rise           

apartment buildings (Opticos Design). Right Supply, as defined by the City of Vancouver, is              

rental housing that targets moderate income households and offers more diverse forms of             

housing options, such as townhouses and laneway homes (City of Vancouver, 2018a).   
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2.2 Data/Methods  
 
The data collection was done collectively by group members, who made use of data published by                

the City of Vancouver and Statistics Canada to obtain information on average income, housing              

prices, and the cost of living to determine the overall level of affordability in RPSC. This                

information is used to define and contextualize the unaffordability crisis in Vancouver. In order              

to evaluate its effectiveness we compare the Vancouver Housing Strategy to its counterpart in              

other municipalities, namely in Calgary and Toronto. We also analyze documents associated            

with the Cambie Corridor Phase III Project and compare them to the Riley Park South Cambie                

Vision Document (2005) to determine any discrepancies. Lastly, to investigate the missing            

middle we examine the current literature on workforce housing in conjunction with Cambie             

Corridor Phase III to understand the level of unaffordability for moderate income households in              

Vancouver.  
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3.1 The Vancouver Housing Market 

An abundance of existing literature explains the dismal situation in the Vancouver            

Housing market. This literature quantifies the level of unaffordability, identifies the causes, and             

prescribes solutions. However, there has been little analysis on specific projects in RPSC, such              

as the Cambie Corridor Phase III Project, and whether these projects accommodate            

moderate-income households. Vancouver is currently ranked as the second-most unaffordable          1

housing market in the world (Demographia, 2020). As of June 1, 2019, the minimum wage in                

B.C. is $13.85 per hour; in contrast, the living wage in Vancouver is $19.50 per hour (Ivanova                 

and Saugstad, 2019). Housing is considered affordable if households spend less than 30% of              2

their gross income on shelter (City of Vancouver, 2018a). 39% of renters in the Riley Park area                 

and 42% in the South Cambie region spend more than 30% of their income on shelter (Social                 

Policy and Projects, 2019). In addition to stagnant income and rising prices, the lack of rental                

supply exacerbates unaffordability. In 2018, only 15-18% of the units built in the Riley Park               

South Cambie area were classified as rental units (City of Vancouver, 2019).  

Despite the consensus in literature that a crisis exists, there is debate about which              

variables have caused and perpetuate this crisis. In its housing strategy, the city attributes              

1 We define moderate income households as households that earn between $30,000-$80,000 a year (City of 
Vancouver, 2018a).  
2 Living wage is the amount needed for two full-time working parents to support a family of four (Ivanova and 
Saugstad, 2019). 
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unaffordability to the financialization of the housing market. Financialization refers to houses            

that are purchased as investment and is enabled by low interest rates (City of Vancouver, 2018a).                

In Vancouver’s Affordability Crisis: Causes, Consequences and Solutions, Josh Gordon also           

identifies low interest rates as an issue because they incentivize buyers to take mortgages and               

purchase houses at prices beyond their budget, which contributes to rising household debt. Alan              

Walks supports Gordon’s argument by providing evidence that since 2006 the mortgage market             

has been restructured to extend amortization terms, decrease minimum down payments, and            

issue mortgages to borrowers with no documentation of stable income (Walks, 2014).            

Financialization creates what Walks labels a “predatory” system in which lax lending leads to              

inflated real estate asset values, a speculative housing bubble and eventually foreclosures (2014).  

Though interest rates matter, Gordon argues that foreign investment is the main culprit of              

increasing unaffordability (Gordon, 2016). He refers to the Business Immigrant Program (BIP),            

which was initiated in 1978 to encourage the immigration of wealthy investors, particularly from              

China and Hong Kong (2016). Population growth and capital flows increased the demand for              

housing and subsequently housing prices; thus, according to Gordon, unaffordability is a demand             

side issue. In his study of the BIP, David Ley corroborates Gordon’s argument; according to Ley,                

immigration, particularly high net worth immigration from Greater China, was responsible for 79             

percent of net population growth in Vancouver in the 1990s (Ley and Tutchener, 2001).              

However, unlike Gordon, Ley does not view immigration as the main cause of rising house               

prices; rather, it is “one of a constellation of interacting forces” that is a result of globalization                 

(2001, p. 220).  
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Existing literature depicts the current state of the Vancouver unaffordability crisis as a             

result of various factors, such as financialization and foreign investment. However, there is a              

research gap regarding the role of demand-side factors in specific neighborhoods, such as RPSC,              

and whether there are additional factors that lead to the inadequate supply of housing for               

moderate-income households. To bridge this research gap we identify the level of            

unaffordability, its consequences and causes specific to RPSC. Due to the little research             

surrounding the area and the multitude of new developments, we focus our evaluation on              

projects within the Cambie Corridor Phase III Development.  

3.2 The Vancouver Housing Strategy 

By evaluating the causes for this crisis, scholars have prescribed various solutions that             

address either housing demand or supply. For example, there is a general consensus that              

increasing supply will decrease housing prices. These solutions have been adopted by the             

Vancouver Housing Strategy, whose core objectives address the unaffordability crisis in           

Vancouver. This includes increasing housing supply, providing rental assistance, supporting          

diverse projects, and addressing speculation (City of Vancouver, 2018a). To accomplish this the             

city has increased the supply of housing by 9,800 units since 2016, introduced a vacancy tax to                 

curb financialization, and increased investment in social housing units such as shelters (2018a).  

Despite its basis in research, the Vancouver Housing Strategy is criticized for its             

viability. For example, one of the initiatives launched by the Vancouver Housing Strategy is the               

Empty Homes Tax, which was introduced to counter financialization and foreign investment.            3

3 The Empty Homes Tax, which came into effect in 2016, is a 1.25 percent tax imposed on properties that have been 
unoccupied for more than six months (Vancouver City Council, 2020). 
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Though Gordon is in favour of limits to foreign ownership, he argues for a progressive property                

surtax that would be applied only after a certain income threshold, rather than taxing vacant               

properties (Gordon, 2016). This type of taxation would stem the inflow of foreign capital, create               

additional tax revenue, and protect those who cannot afford to pay the tax.  

In general, the solutions proposed by the city actively address its concerns; however, the              

research gap in certain regions, such as RPSC, makes it difficult to prescribe strategies that cater                

to their specific needs. Furthermore, existing literature indicates that although mechanisms are in             

place to combat unaffordability, more can be done to alleviate the crisis in Vancouver, such as a                 

progressive property surtax that targets foreigners. Taxes and demand side restrictions have been             

thoroughly researched; thus, our research will focus on addressing supply side solutions in the              

Vancouver housing market.  

3.3 The Missing Middle  

Vancouver’s unaffordability crisis has presented a new issue that is particular to            

moderate-income households: the missing middle. In its study of the missing middle, The             4

Greater Vancouver Board of Trade (GVBT) criticizes the Vancouver Housing Strategy for            

compromising the livability of citizens. From 2000 to 2015 house prices rose more than four               

times faster than household income in Vancouver. The limited existing stock of rental apartments              

does not accommodate Vancouver households, creating a situation in which some families are             

forced to live in unaffordable or insecure housing (City of Vancouver, 2019). For example, in               

4 Missing middle housing refers to the lack of diverse housing, public transportation and community amenities that 
support the development of walkable and livable neighbourhoods that accomodate households of varying income 
brackets (Opticos Design). 
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2016 there were over 29,000 renter families with children in Vancouver, but only 18,500 2-3               

bedroom rental units (2019). The city has exceeded its goal for rental housing units for               

households that earn between $80-150K, but has only fulfilled 39% of its target for those who                

earn between $50-80K (2019).  

Though it agrees with Gordon and Ley about the importance of housing supply, the              

GVBT specifies the need for an increase in supply that provides “varied housing forms and               

tenures” (Greater Vancouver Board of Trade, 2017). Housing diversity is important because it             

allows for denser neighborhoods, which increase housing supply and thereby affordability           

(2017). The city has failed to provide affordable options for residents that earn between              

$50-$80K, who are the predominant victims of the “missing middle” (City of Vancouver, 2019).              

The missing middle is not a phenomenon unique to Vancouver; scholars have studied housing              

and socioeconomic trends in suburbia since the 20th century, most notably in the United States.               

John J. Delaney contributes to the literature by arguing that the lack of housing diversity is not                 

simply a supply issue, but a political one. In his case study of Maryland, he identifies class and                  

race-based discrimination as a potential reason as to why cities have been reluctant to densify               

their neighbourhoods (Delaney, 2004). The rationale is that middle housing would not lead to              

greater congestion, but also the influx of low and moderate income households that change the               

economic profile of existing neighbourhoods.  

Although the city recognizes this lack of diversity in housing, few programs and             

recommendations exist to address it. The Making Room Housing Program seeks to provide             

greater choice for families that occupy the missing middle such as laneway homes, low rise               
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apartments, and townhouses (Urban Design and Sustainability, 2018). This program corroborates           

the findings and recommendations from GVBT’s report on missing middle housing. However,            

these recommendations focus on regions within Kitsilano and Kensington-Cedar Cottage and do            

not extend to RPSC. By using the limited existing research, such as the study conducted by                

GVBT, we will evaluate how well the RPSC area incorporates the missing middle and whether               

projects such as the the Making Room Housing Program are effective in addressing this gap in                

housing. 

 

4.1 Income Demographics  

The Riley Park South Cambie region is a diverse area that is home to a wide range of households                   

in terms of income. The median household income in Riley Park is $83,513 and $83,111in South                

Cambie (Statistics Canada, 2016). The median income for the city of Vancouver is $72,662              

(Statistics Canada, 2016). On average, the median income in the RPSC area is $9,000 higher               

than the city’s. As reported in Riley Park and South Cambie Social Indicators (2019), 42% of                

South Cambie renters and 39% of Riley Park renters spend more than 30% of their income on                 

housing; 27% of South Cambie owners and 22% of Riley Park owners spend more than 30% of                 

their household income on shelter (Social Policy and Projects, 2019a). These figures are above              

the city’s threshold of affordability. Despite the higher median income, a substantial proportion             

of households live in unaffordable housing.  
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Figure 4.1a Median Household Income, Census 2016 

 
 

Figure 4.1b Renters Spending 30% of Income on Housing in South Cambie  

 
Source: Riley Park Social Indicators Profile, 2019, p. 47 
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Figure 4.1c Renters Spending 30% or More of Income on Housing in Riley Park  

 
Source: South Cambie Social Indicators Profile, 2019, p. 47 

 

4.2 Housing Demographics  

In Riley Park, 58% of households are owned, of which 51% are mortgaged. 42% of the                

households rent, of which 7% live in subsidized housing (Social Policy and Projects, 2019a).  

Figure 4.2a Home Ownership vs. Rent in Riley Park and South Cambie 
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In South Cambie, 59% of households are owned, of which 51% have mortgages, and 41% of the                 

households rent, of which 4% live in subsidized housing (2019a). RPSC has a shortage of               

subsidized housing in comparison to the number of households that spend more than 30% of               

their gross income on housing. The average size of a household situated in Riley Park or South                 

Cambie is 2.5 and 2.4 members respectively (2019a). The average reported value of a dwelling               

in 2016 was $1.7 million for Riley Park and $1.9 million in South Cambie, both of which are                  

higher than the city’s average of $1.4 million (Statistics Canada, 2016). The average rent in Riley                

Park is $1360 a month and $1500 in South Cambie. Rent in RPSC is higher than the city average                   

of $1300 a month (2016).  

As defined, workforce housing allows residents to live and work in their communities. In Riley               

Park, approximately 70% of residents work in the City of Vancouver; in South Cambie, 73% of                

residents work in the city of Vancouver. In comparison, 68% of Vancouver residents work and               

live in the city of Vancouver, which illustrates that a higher percentage of workforce housing is                

needed in RPSC (Social Policy and Projects, 2019b, p. 52). 

 Figure 4.2b Share of Total Purpose Rental Units in Housing by Region  
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There are approximately 70,709 rental units and 283,905 occupied dwelling units, which            

represents 25% of total housing in the city (City of Vancouver, 2019). Figure 4.2b shows that the                 

city’s average, which is higher than RPSC’s average, illustrates the lack of rental housing for               

those who live and work in Vancouver. Not only is the lack of rental housing a supply problem,                  

but it is also a demand problem as the City of Vancouver reports their vacancy rate as 0.8%                  

(Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 2019). With high rents and high house prices, a              

more significant portion of one’s household income is spent on shelter, creating a situation of               

unaffordability for those who reside in workforce housing.  

The housing projects currently in construction in the Cambie Corridor consist mainly of             

residential mid-rise condominiums and townhouses that are advertised as “family friendly”. For            

example, Cambie Skyhomes, a six-storey development located at Cambie and West 35th, offers             

twelve units with at least two bedrooms each and began construction in 2019 (Meiszner, 2019).               

Since Phase III was approved in May 2018, 32 townhouse development applications have been              

processed and 18 are under review. These projects are expected to add approximately 1400 new               

townhouse units (Urban Design and Sustainability, 2020).  

4.3 Traffic and Amenities  

The Cambie Corridor Phase III Project is a guide for the transition of single-family              

neighbourhoods into “walkable communities where more people will be able to live, work, shop,              

learn, and play” (City of Vancouver, 2018b, p. 29). In addition to the housing projects for the                 

densification of RPSC, Phase III proposes six kilometre long street improvements from King             

Edward Avenue to West Kent Avenue North. These improvements include wider sidewalks,            

additional pedestrian and traffic signals, and investment in road rehabilitation. As part of the Plan               
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the city has launched the Phase I of the King Edward Complete Street improvements to connect                

the Corridor. Changes include the addition of a unidirectional protected bike lane between             

laneway west and east of Yukon Street, right turn-only restrictions from south Yukon Street west               

onto King Edward Avenue, and bike and pedestrian access through the boulevard (City of              

Vancouver Engineering Services, 2019).  

Though Phase III outlines strategies for improved connectivity in RPSC we find that its traffic               

safety upgrades are lacking. There are no proposed timelines or specific changes outside of              

Yukon Street as of yet, which is a concern because there are safety issues on primary arterials                 

that must be addressed. The intersection of Cambie Street and Southwest Marine Drive is              

consistently one of the most accident-prone intersections in Vancouver with a total of 592 car               

crashes between 2014 to 2018, 206 of which resulted in injury or fatality (Insurance Corporation               

of British Columbia, 2020). Another point of concern is the high number of automobile accidents               

and collisions on Oak Street and W 33rd Avenue, which reported 124 casualty crashes from               

2014 to 2018. W 33rd Avenue from Oak to Cambie is home to numerous institutions, such as                 

Eric Hamber Secondary School, Honoria Conway at St. Vincent’s (an assisted living facility),             

and the Holy Name of Jesus Pariah (2020). As stated in Riley Park South Cambie Vision                

Document (2005), the safety of pedestrians, drivers and cyclists is a priority. As densification              

continues there is a need for Phase III to develop specific plans for the regulation of traffic speed                  

and congestion.  
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Figure 4.3a Number of Car Crashes in 2018 

 

A concern expressed in RPSC-CVC’s Guidelines for Redevelopment in Riley Park/South Cambie            

is that there may be mismatch between the growth in housing and that of local amenities. One of                  

the Phase III principles is the provision of a complete community with community spaces, retail               

and local-serving amenities, which includes childcare. Phase III requires that sites on Cambie             

Street between 39th and 45th Avenue deliver 37-space and 69-space childcare facilities on the              

podium level accompanied by outdoor play space (City of Vancouver, 2018b). It specifies the              

steps the city will take to reach the 30-year target of 1080 additional childcare spaces in Policy                 

10.1, which pledges to increase the number of childcare spaces in high-growth areas, major              

project areas and unique sites that are located nearby popular transit stations, parks, recreational              

facilities and areas of high employment (2018b). To incentivize the creation of youth and child               

facilities, Phase III outlines strategies, such as granting additional height increases of up to three               

storeys for towers that meet the childcare requirements above (2018b). However, with the             

projected population growth and influx in RPSC the need for childcare is estimated to increase               

by 2060 spaces, only approximately half of which is currently covered by Phase III.  
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Figure 4.3b Current and Project Childcare Spaces in RPSC 

 

 
 

5.1 The Housing Vancouver Strategy  

The Housing Vancouver Strategy (2018-2027) is the city’s vision for sustainable and affordable             

development in the housing market over the next decade. In this document the city recognizes               

that the “rising housing prices have far outpaced local incomes, creating a crisis situation across               

the spectrum of incomes and households” (City of Vancouver, 2018a, p. 3). Developed under              

Mayor Gregor Robertson, the strategy’s goals include addressing speculation, providing          

protection for renters, regulating short-term rentals, and introducing temporary modular housing.           

The city has identified speculation and a lack of the right supply as the main causes of the                  

affordability crisis; consequently, its focus is on creating housing that is affordable for and              
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addresses the needs of low and moderate income households. Examples of right supply include              5

townhomes, row-homes, infills, and duplexes.  

To create “significant shift toward rental, social, and supportive housing, as well as greater              

diversity of forms in [the] ground oriented housing stock” the city aims to expand the supply of                 

rental units by 24,000 over the next decade (2018a, p. 5). Of these 24,000 units, 16,000 will be                  

total-purpose built rentals, 4,000 will be developer-owned below market rentals, and 4,000 units             

will be laneway housing. Through this strategy the city will create 9,000 rental options for               

moderate income households with children by 2027.  

 

Figure 5.1a: Proportion of Planned New Housing Stock in Vancouver by Type 

5.2 The VHS Compared to Other Municipalities 

Vancouver is currently the largest census metropolitan area in western Canada with Calgary in              

second place. Similar to the Housing Vancouver Strategy, Calgary’s Corporate Affordable           

Housing Strategy hopes to provide affordable housing for Calgarians who have below-median            

5 Right Supply, as defined by the City of Vancouver, is rental housing that targets moderate income households and 
offers more diverse forms of housing options, such as townhouses and laneway homes (City of Vancouver, 2018a). 
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income over the next 10 years (2016-2025). Calgary’s strategy aims to drive community             

prosperity, focus on Calgarians who are unable to fulfill their housing costs, address the housing               

supply deficit, and prioritize affordable housing within the city.  

However, Calgary and Vancouver differ in how they intend to implement their strategies. This is               

seen through Calgary’s initiatives, as Calgary plans to provide city-owned surplus land at             

below-market value for affordable housing projects (Calgary’s Corporate Affordable Housing          

Strategy, p. 7). Furthermore, they provide land, as well as sell leased city-owned land at               

below-market value to non-profit organizations with reliable track records as affordable housing            

providers, to tenant non-profit organizations that operate affordable housing (CCAHS, p. 6). 

Like Vancouver and Calgary, the City of Toronto has also created a 10-year housing action plan                

to provide Torontonians “with housing that is safe, affordable and suitable to their needs” (City               

of Toronto, 2020, p. 3). The City of Toronto plans to improve housing by identifying the needs                 

of its citizens based on evidence and trends, provide housing opportunities that promote better              

outcomes for people, create solutions to the housing crisis, and encourage strategic alignment of              

resources and actions. Furthermore, Toronto offers its eligible citizens the Canada-Ontario           

Housing Benefit, which is a payment of up to $4,800 per year per household (HousingTO, p. 5).                 

Moreover, Toronto hopes to prevent evictions for low-income households with their city’s            

Eviction Prevention in the Community (EPIC) program. Unlike Vancouver, Toronto plans to            

give a minimum of 25% of new affordable rental homes to female-led households (HousingTO,              

p. 5).  

5.3 Cambie Corridor Phase III Project 
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The Cambie Corridor describes the area along and around Cambie street bounded by the 16th               

avenue to the North and the Fraser River to the South. The Cambie Corridor Phase III Project is                  

the latest development of the Cambie Corridor Plan. It divides the area in 5 sectors: Cambie                

Village, Queen Elizabeth, Oakridge, Langara and Marpole. The plan for each of the sectors has               

been targeted to the needs and characteristics of the space in question. The main aim of the                 

Cambie Corridor Plan is to double the population of the area by adding 30,000 new housing                

units. The project recognizes the challenges posed by the Vancouver housing situation and             

accordingly designates a significant share of the new housing units to social and rental housing               

for low and moderate income families.  

The changes to the area will happen gradually over the next three decades. The project aims to                 

preserve the unique character and diversity inherent to this neighbourhood. The diversity of             

housing units are meant to preserve and accommodate for the diversity of residents in the area.                

The plan highlights the walkable and environmental aspects of the project with the inclusion of               

green spaces and walkable or bikeable lanes. Regarding public transportation, Phase III aims to              

strengthen the existing public transportation (Canada Line) as well as to add new lines such as                

the rapid bus on 41st. The plan also includes additional traffic lights and investment in roads in                 

order to streamline traffic. Finally, the population growth linked to the construction of new              

housing units will be met with improvements of existing facilities as well as the addition of new                 

amenities and facilities such as childcare, spaces for non-profit organizations, and spaces for             

seniors.  

Overall, Phase III will provide more than 2,800 social housing units and 5,000 secure rental units                

and is projected to cost upwards of $450 million to be invested in the project over the next                  
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decade (City of Vancouver, 2018b, p. 3). The plan has designated areas with a fixed proportion                

of either social housing, below-market rental housing or rental housing to provide affordable             

options for moderate income households. Sectors like the Balfour Block have a target of “ 25%                

of the net new rental floor area to be below market”; Shawn Oaks and YMCA set targets of                  

“80% strata with 20% social housing, or 100% rental with 20% below market rental” (Cambie               

Corridor Planning Program, 2018, p. 3).  

5.4 Cambie Corridor Phase III Project and RPSC Guidelines  
 
The Riley Park South Cambie Community Visions Committee (RPSC-CVC) wrote a report with             

guidelines for the redevelopment in the South Cambie and Riley Park area. We compare those               

guidelines to Phase III, which was published two years after the guidelines by the RPSC-CVC.               

Firstly, Guideline 2.5 of the report advocates for the “preservation and affordability of small              

business space” (RPSC-CVC, 2016, p. 9). Phase III presents multiple spaces for commercial             

space and retail, but does not state any relevant information regarding their availability. One of               

the main guidelines in the report of the RPSC-CVC is about the redevelopment being a “physical                

fit”, which suggests that densification should respect RPSC’s history and style. For example,             

RPSC-CVC underscores the need for “common open spaces” and coherent “building material            

and facade” (RPSC-CVC, 2016, p. 10). Phase III takes the livability of neighbourhoods into              

account by reiterating that there will be public spaces that are green, walkable and open. This                

includes upgrading Columbia Park, creating new parks, such as the Fraser River park, and              

building plazas.  

Secondly, Guideline 6 of the report insists on the necessity of green front setback and               

upper-storey stepback. According to the drawings presented in the plan, both of these conditions              
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are met. However, there is no written mention of those features. The seventh guideline presents               

the need for a fixed floor space ratio (FSR). The plan establishes FSR of 1.2 for townhouses, but                  

there are some types of building where the FSR is not specified, such as four storey buildings                 

(City of Vancouver, 2018b, p. 5).  

We find that Phase III is the most inconsistent with Guideline 8, which addresses social               

amenities. With the projected doubling in population by 2041 more social amenities will be              

necessary. Phase III includes plans for childcare spaces (5 new facilities planned), health care              

(community health centre on Cambie & 50th planned) and libraries (Oakridge Library planned).             

Other facilities included in the plan are pools, recreation centres, and senior centres. The plan               

specifies that all new developments will be accompanied with a community amenity contribution             

(CAC) that will help fund the needs associated with the growing population. A target lump-sum               

amount of CAC is defined for each type of housing. However, when visiting the area it was                 

evident that progress in local amenities has been slow in comparison to housing, and some of                

them have been to fulfill the minimum requirements. For example, a recreation space for              

children that we saw next to a housing complex was a 2 metre squared space with one slide.  
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Figure 5.4a: Playground Next to a Low-Rise Condominium in Cambie Corridor (Photo            

taken by Student Group) 

 

Other discrepancies between the guidelines and Phase III include Guideline 1, which is the              

provision of “functional definitions of the terms, concepts and practices involved in            

redevelopment” (RPSC-CVC, 2016, p. 6). None of the terms listed in the guidelines are defined               

by the City of Vancouver in Phase III, which is an issue because many of those terms can have                   

different definitions depending on the municipality. Providing clear definitions is essential to            

establishing a housing strategy that is community-specific. Another inconsistency pertains to           

affordability. Phase III establishes targets of 20-25% of rental housing below market price. These              

targets are insufficient to meet the affordability requirement highlighted in Guideline 2 of             

RPSC-CVC’s report. The goal for secure rental housing in Phase III falls short of what is needed                 

to fit RPSC’s needs. A concern expressed by RPSC-CVC is that “the availability of              
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condominiums has grown dramatically, while the number of purpose-built and non-market rental            

housing units within the area has not kept pace with strata development” (RPSC-CVC, 2016, p.               

7). We find this concern valid. Despite the multiple projects underway, the Plan has shown little                

progress in reaching its social housing and below market rental goals for 2024-2026 outlined in               

the Cambie Corridor Public Benefits Strategy (PBS). This is concerning because, as mentioned             

prior, 42% of South Cambie renters and 39% of Riley Park renters spend more than 30% of their                  

gross income on housing (Statistics Canada, 2016). These figures demonstrate that market            6

prices are unaffordable for nearly half of the renters in RPSC, yet there are no below-market                

rental units even in the development permit stage.  

Figure 5.4b Cambie Corridor Public Benefits Strategy’s Affordable Housing Targets 

 

      Source: Monitoring Report on Implementation of Cambie Corridor Plan, 2020, p. 8.  

Guideline 5 is only partially respected. Although Phase III does provide specifications regarding             

building heights, it does so in storeys. However, RPSC-CVC specifically states that height             

should be measured and reported in metres or feet. Furthermore, there are guidelines that are not                

6 Refer to Figures 4.1b and 4.1c on pg.11-12. 
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addressed by Phase III: for example, Guideline 2.4 that advises against speculation and             

prolonged vacancies and Guideline 4 regarding the effect and pace of construction.  

In the report’s concluding remarks, RPSC-CVC underscores the importance of addressing           

housing affordability and liveability (RPSC-CVC, 2016). However, the comparison of the           

guidelines and Phase III highlights that there is considerable divergence between the two             

documents. Moreover, Phase III creates loopholes by using expressions such as “varying            

heights” and “many” instead of specific numbers, which indicates that the plan is not specific               

and allows for flexibility and interpretation by developers.  

 

 

The City of Vancouver plans to diversify housing in low density areas. The city launched the                

Making Room Housing Program in 2018 to provide more housing opportunities and choice in              

the RS zoned areas. This program aligns with the Vancouver Housing Strategy’s objectives of              

shifting towards providing the right supply of housing that meets the needs of households in               

various income brackets. Currently, the two main forms of rental accommodation in low-density             

neighbourhoods are basement suites and laneway homes, both of which are unsecured and             

typically smaller (Urban Design and Sustainability, 2018). Though basements are an important            

feature of affordable housing, the EcoDensity Actions adopted in 2008 resulted in inadvertent             

consequences. Caps were imposed on height and square footage above grade in favour of              

additional depth and floor area in the basement, which resulted in the construction of new houses                

with basements as deep as 1.83 metres below grade (Urban Design and Sustainability, 2019).              
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This sacrifices the liveability of basement suites because there is less natural light, little              

ventilation, plumbing fixture issues and risk of contamination, as sewer depths are shallow. The              

environmental impact of basements must also be taken into consideration; basement construction            

requires more concrete, which contributes to greenhouse gas emissions, and pumping of            

groundwater. These issues were addressed in a public consultation held by the city in 2019.               

Although nothing has been agreed upon, the city has proposed increasing building height in RS-1               

Zoning, establishing a maximum below-grade floor area requirement and maximum floor           

floor-to-ceiling height (Urban Design and Sustainability, 2019). 

We find that one of the major obstacles to middle housing is inefficient land usage. For example,                 

under the Vancouver Building By-law Kitsilano homes have a required minimum side yard             

width of 4.9 metres, which reduces land for infill development. Another issue is lock-off unit               

regulations, which require each unit to have private open space with a minimum area of 4.5 m²                 

but does not specify a maximum size limit (Urban Design and Sustainability, 2018). This allows               

owners to build lock-off units that are larger than necessary.  

In its 10 year plan, the City of Vancouver seeks to diversify housing options to provide more                 

choice for moderate income households. In particular, the city has focused on the expansion of               

rental housing in the forms of units, secondary suites, and laneway housing. However, with the               

current rental vacancy rate of 0.8%, it is likely challenging for a family to find an affordable and                  

livable option. Although there are many detached homes and high-rise units in Vancouver, there              

is a shortage of duplexes, bungalows, laneways housing, low-rise buildings, and co-ops. For             

example, from October 2018 to June 2019, only 13% of all houses built were duplexes (Housing                

Vancouver, 2019). Moreover, properties that have duplexes cannot build laneways houses. It is             
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abundantly clear that Vancouver has a missing middle where those who work in Vancouver              

cannot afford to live in Vancouver.  

Cambie Corridor Phase III addresses the missing middle by including the creation of “walkable              

and cycleable Corridor of neighbourhoods seamlessly linked to public transit” and the provision             

of “a range of housing choices and affordability” as its principles (City of Vancouver, 2018b, p.                

18). The plan proposes the addition of mid to high rise residential complexes in the Corridor with                 

15-storey and 18-storey towers concentrated around Oakridge Centre, all of which is projected to              

add over 30,000 new homes over the next 30 years (2018b). There are nine designated “unique                

sites” that provide diverse housing options; for example, Shawn Oaks is reserved for low to               

mid-rise apartments and townhouses with 20% of the newly constructed units designated for             

social housing or below-market rental. These below-market rental housing units will charge rent             

that does not exceed 30% of gross income for singles earning $30,000-$50,000 and families              

earning $50,000 to $80,000. Phase III also ensures that development accommodates families            

with requirements that 35% of strata housing be family-sized units; 50% of social housing be               

family units; upwards of two-thirds of townhouse units with two bedrooms or more (2018b). 

Figure 6.0a: Percentage of Family-Friendly Units in New Housing Stock 
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Though the Vancouver Housing Strategy and the Cambie Corridor Phase III propose cogent             

solutions to the housing crisis, we find that there is room for improvement in the following areas:                 

affordable housing diversity and local amenities.  

7.1 Housing Diversity 

As of 2018 the city has approved 15 406 new units and has exceeded its annualized targets for                  

laneways and condos, especially high-end ones that are considered affordable to households            

earning $80 000-$150 000 and above (City of Vancouver, 2019, p. 19). However, only 86               

townhouse units were approved in 2018, which represents 17% of the annual target of 500 as                

specified by the Vancouver Housing Strategy (2019). The Guidelines for Redevelopment in            

Riley Park/South Cambie underline the importance of supporting townhouses and duplexes as            

housing options that promote affordability and diversity.  
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Since 2018 the city council approved amendments proposed by the Making Room Housing             

Program to allow duplexes with secondary suites or lock-off units in all RS zones with the                

exceptions of RS-3 and RS-3A. However, uptake has so far been modest; as of June 2019 50                 

duplex applications were submitted (Housing Vancouver, 2019). To increase housing diversity,           

we recommend the following: 

● Increasing the floor space ratio (FSR) of 0.7 for duplexes while reducing FSR for new               

single-family homes to incentivize duplex construction 

Figure 7.1a Vancouver Housing Strategy Progress in 2018 

 

One of the demographic groups most impacted by the affordability crisis is senior citizens.              

Though Phase III proposes family-friendly housing initiatives it does not address affordable            

housing specifically for seniors, which is concerning because 17% of the Corridor’s population is              

over the age of 65 (City of Vancouver, 2018b). We recommend: 
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● That a fraction of new social housing units in the Cambie Corridor be reserved for               

low-income senior citizens. These units should be ground-oriented for residents with           

mobility issues.  

● That the city consult the Seniors Services Society and the Age-Friendly Action Plan to              

ensure that Phase III incorporates actions that provide inclusive and affordable housing            

for senior citizens.  

7.2 Local Amenities and Retail 

Our analysis shows that currently Phase III’s proposed growth in housing supply outpaces that of               

local amenities and retail. There are 7 Vancouver School Board elementary schools and 2              

secondary schools in the Corridor, all of which are operating at or near full capacity (City of                 

Vancouver, 2011). As population increases in this area schools and their current capacity are not               

likely to be able to accommodate the influx of students.  

Figure 7.2a Cambie Corridor Schools 
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We recommend: 

● That the city consult with the Vancouver School Board and Ministry of Education to plan               

additional elementary and secondary schools in the Queen Elizabeth and Marpole           

Landing neighbourhoods within 500 metres of existing or future potential transit stations.  

Another concern is the lack of retail on Cambie Street between King Edward and Oakridge-41st               

Avenue stations. Currently Phase III designates Cambie Street from 29th-37th Avenue for            

residential buildings of up to 6 storeys. For residents with mobility issues and who rely on public                 

transportation the lack of retail creates a food desert, which reduces the neighbourhood’s             

livability. We recommend: 

● That the city consider reserving the grade level of residential buildings in this block for               

retail that complements the neighbourhood’s character and existing greenery, such as           

Queen Elizabeth Park. Examples include local bakeries, independent grocers and          

restaurants.  

 

 
 
Our examination of the current housing strategies demonstrates that the city has proposed             

significant measures to provide more affordable and diverse housing. For example, in the next              

decade the city plans to expand the supply of rental units by 24,000, and specifically in the RPSC                  

area more than $450 million will be invested into Cambie Corridor Phase III to add 2,800 social                 

housing units and 5,000 secure rental units. However, we find that so far there has been little                 

delivered in terms of affordable middle housing; the city has lagged behind its annualized targets               
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for townhouses for moderate income households and social housing, but has exceeded its goals              

for accommodating households with median income of over $80,000 per year.  

The study of a specific project in the RSPC area highlights this lack of diversity in the range of                   

housing units. We have also found that the Cambie Corridor Phase III Plan is inconsistent with                

the RPSC-CVC’s Guidelines for Redevelopment in Riley Park/South Cambie. One of the most             

concerning issues was the mismatch between the growth in housing supply and that of local               

amenities. Moreover, the diversity of households in the area will only be maintained if it is met                 

with the adequate range of housing types.  

We conclude that strict policies must be applied to meet the needs of moderate income               

households and provide them with affordable, safe and decent housing opportunities. The current             

situation is unsustainable and will drive key workers out of Vancouver. The city must not only                

set targets but also meet those targets in order to work towards ending the affordability crisis in                 

Vancouver.  

 

Affordable Housing:  

Housing in which households spend less than 30% of their gross income on shelter (Housing               

Vancouver Strategy, 2018, p.23).  

Below Market Rental Housing:  

Affordable housing in which rents are either equal to or lower than the rates that prevail in the                  

private market for rental housing.  

Fixed Floor Space Ratio:  
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The amount of development that can be achieved on a site expressed as a ratio. 

Infill Development:  

Development of vacant or “under-used parcels within existing urban areas that are already             

largely developed”  

(http://mrsc.org/Home/Explore-Topics/Planning/Development-Types-and-Land-Uses/Infill-Deve

lopment-Completing-the-Community-Fabric.aspx).  

Lock-Off Units:  

Lock-off units are self-contained units that are smaller than the principal dwelling units. Each              

unit must have direct access to a hallway, corridor or the outside, and a shared internal door                 

which can be locked enabling both units to be independent. 

Moderate Income Households  

Households that earn between $30,000 and $80,000 per year (Housing Vancouver Strategy 15).  

Laneway Housing:  

Non-severable units that are intended for rental housing and must remain under the ownership of               

the house.  (https://www.toronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/97ac-Laneway-Suits.pdf)  

Missing Middle: 

A concept that highlights the housing spectrum. On one end, is detached single-family homes, on               

the other end, is mid/high-rise apartment buildings. Essentially, the missing middle is the range              

of housing types in between the two. For example, missing middle housing is classified by               

duplexes, bungalow courts, townhouses, and low-rise apartment buildings (Opticos Design).  

Primary Arterials:  

High-capacity urban road. 
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Right Supply:  

Rental housing that targets moderate income households and offers a more diverse form of              

housing options such as townhouses and laneway homes.   

Social Housing:  

As part of the Province’s housing strategy, social housing is a development which is subsidized               

by the government and operated by either the government or a non-profit housing partner.  

Subsidized Housing:  

Housing that is financially supported by the Provincial government through forms of rental             

assistance.  

Purpose-Built Rental Housing:  

Housing specifically made for long-term rental accommodation. 

Workforce Housing  

“Housing for people unable to buy a home or rent an apartment at market rate, but who exceed                  

the income criteria for social (or public) housing subsidies” (Lazarovic, Paton & Bornstein,             

2016, 653). Therefore workforce housing is different from social housing. It can be defined for a                

specific type sector or for a level of income. As such, that definition can vary depending on the                  

municipalities.  
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